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If we look at the history of the mankind’s development it will be impossible to notice that great number of contradictions, which accompanied and accompanies this development. From the very beginning of the life there appeared an eternal conflict between life and death, between trying of organism to survive and possibility of survival. All the biological essences carried on genetic level the main purpose – to survive. But simultaneously this genetic code carries cardinally opposite information about death. 
Then is it possible to speak, once in mechanism of existence there is such conflict, that it is not something negative, but on the contrary it moves our development. Is it possible to claim that death supplies life, saving only the best samples of life, that it is a stimulus of the efficient development? Exactly efficient development because without increasing of efficiency of vital activity it will be not preserved and multiplied the chain of the generations, what is trying to do every living creature. The role of the specified contradiction is obvious. The death, which is opposite to life, measures the time period, in which every living essence must in a most effective way and with minimum costs to realize its life plan. 
The presentiment that the motion will stop leads to acceleration of the life processes, to complication of the interconnections, making the more complex biological systems and systems of the interaction "living nature - lifeless nature".
Contradiction is a certain gap between actual condition of the system and its desired condition.
In economy there is the same rule. Economical systems (enterprises for example) are trying to survive in competition with other systems. This competition, this conflict in general case leads to theirs complication and development.




